
The Old Trelai Library Makeover 
An intergenerational community art project 2010



The Old Trelai Library on Bishopston Road, Ely, is home to 
Age Concern’s Healthy Wealthy & Wise project, which runs a 
programme of activities for the 50+ age group.  Members of 
the art group that meet at the project came together with local 
young people, volunteers, local residents and community 
artist Bill Taylor-Beales to transform the outside of the building 
into a colourful work of art that represents a vibrant and proud 
community.

This intergenerational project brought together users of the 
building, local residents and young people to share a common 
sense of pride and ownership of their local environment. 

A series of art workshops were held to explore thoughts and 
views about the community, the local environment and graffiti. 
Participants explored how they could express their views 
through the medium of art and worked together to design a 
mural for the building. Over the August bank holiday, young 
people, older people, local residents, artist and volunteers 
from Cardiff’s People Around Here community arts charity 
picked up paintbrushes and covered the three outside walls 
of the library with the mural they had designed together. 

The Mural Project is a team effort from Age Concern Cardiff 
and the Vale of Glamorgan and People Around Here, funded 
by the Welsh Assembly Government’s Local Environmental 
Quality Improvement Projects Grant Scheme. 

THE OLD TRELAI LIBRARY BUILDING 

COMMUNITY MAKEOVER 





The ‘before’ shots... time has taken its toll on this much used building and it is long overdue a face lift...



...and so in come the Healthy, Wealthy and Wise art group...



...along with local young people and residents...



...inspired by work done already on a wonderful historical tapestry of the area...







...all ages came together to mind-map ideas around the word ‘community’ and what that meant to them...



...the all age workshops produced a wealth of images that Bill outlined onto the primed surface...





...all hands on deck, out come volunteers of all ages over a dry August bank holiday weekend...



...the painting takes over four days from dawn till dusk...

...from eighteen months to eighty...









...can you see what it is yet? Slowly but surely it all starts coming together...



...it takes so long that Bill has time to grow a beard...



...finally the masterpiece comes into land. The sun has held out and so have the painters...





...small scribbles and sketched designs are now realised, ten foot high and in glorious colour...



 ...on the last day Bill switched from paintbrush to spray can...



...alongside the artwork were some well chosen words...

...mural with a message...



Make A Difference Everyone - Inspired Neighbourhoods - Ely Loves You (MADE IN ELY)





...Age Concern even get their logo courtesy of a steady hand...



...September 14th at 3.30 marks the grand launch, with a buffet, live music and Bucks Fizz...



...time for a quick photo shoot... and time for the Lord Mayor to mingle...



...Gloria introduces Bill, The Lord Mayor and Rhodri Morgan to say a few words... and look, our very own cake!
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www.peoplearoundhere.com

CAN DO is an initiative of the People Around Here community arts charity. We believe in the 
potential of the arts to educate, enable and inspire people to reach higher, shout louder and 

close the gap between their dreams and their reality.


